AMERICAN BOXER CLUB ANNUAL AWARDS
~ 2005 ~

MOST PUPPY DOG WINS
Ch. Cherrywood’s New England Patriot – 20
Linda Sergio & Theresa MacLaughlin

MOST PUPPY BITCH WINS
Rummer Run’s Vanity Fair - 23
Steven G. and Ann B. Anderson

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS
Raypat’s Steel Curtain - 29
Stephanie Scibienksi & Heather Wyman & Lisa Holden

MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS
Can-Cia’s Livin’ La Vida Loca – 46
Roger Dopp & Sherry Canciamille

MOST AMERICAN BRED DOG WINS
Port O Call’s Captain Nemo – 29
Leigh Justice & Steve Bostic and Tina Bostic

MOST AMERICAN BRED BITCH WINS
Arriba Talisman Isis - 21
John L. Gibbons & Virginia Shames & Dr. Ted Fickes

MOST BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX DOG WINS
Ch. Darvick Hitech Regal Monopoly – 24
Susan Wilkinson & Tracy Wilkinson & Korinne Vanderpool & Darlene Vickers

MOST BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX BITCH WINS
Ch. Sapphire’s Wild Pitch of Burlwood – 34
Steve Bostic and Tina Bostic & Sherry Williams & Rhonda A. Nickels
MOST BEST OF BREED DOG WINS
Ch. Brookwood’s Mystic Warrior - 148
Debbie McCarroll & Lee Ann Brooks

MOST BEST OF BREED BITCH WINS
Ch. Bayview Some Like It Hot - 90
Keith and Cheryl Robbins & Romo and Sheila Cormier

MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST DOG WINS
Ch. Brookwood’s Mystic Warrior - 80
Debbie McCarroll & Lee Ann Brooks

MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST BITCH WINS
Ch. Bayview Some Like It Hot - 54
Keith and Cheryl Robbins & Romo and Sheila Cormier

MOST BEST IN SHOW DOG WINS
Ch. Brookwood’s Mystic Warrior - 24
Debbie McCarroll & Lee Ann Brooks

MOST BEST IN SHOW BITCH WINS
Ch. Bayview Some Like It Hot - 17
Keith and Cheryl Robbins & Romo and Sheila Cormier

MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS
Ch. Brookwood’s Mystic Warrior - 16
Debbie McCarroll & Lee Ann Brooks

KENNEL WITH THE MOST PUPPY WINS
R & G – 106
Gayann Jones

KENNEL MAKING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
Hi-Tech - 6
Dr. and Mrs. William Truesdale

KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
Artistry
Laura J. Miller

SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
Ch. High River’s Taylor Made Of Backwoods – 12
Sarah South
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 3 Way Tie
Ch. Ramarco’s Liza of Paradocs - 3
Susan Finley & Phillip Koenig

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 3 Way Tie
Ch. Excalibur Rummer Runs Payton - 3
Brenda Rodgers & Ann B. Anderson & Polly Whitney

DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS – 3 Way Tie
Ch. Cachet’s Reflection - 3
Lou-Ann Tibbitts-Ridings & Len Magowitz

MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHP WINS WITH A BOXER
Allison Jones - 41

TOP OBEDIENCE BOXER
Sunchase’s Seize The Moment UD
Dr. Larrie Moody & Tracy Hendrickson

PERFORMANCE EVENTS AWARD
U-CDX UCH SKC INT Ch. Sherwood’s Milesian UDX RN MX AXJ
Colleen Fleury

AGILITY AWARD
Celtic Gold Huntress MS MXJ
Kelly Rossi

SPECIAL AGILITY AWARD
MACH Tekoneva’s Scarlett O’Hara
Patti Campbell

SPECIAL AGILITY AWARD
MACH Anden’s Nani Kala
Tim and Sue Humphrey